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Palented Mar. 25, 1941 

3 Clains. 
My invention reciates to surgical and diagnostic 

instruments, and articularly to a device for use 
in inspecting and treating various bodily cavities. 
A number of different instruments have been 

devised for the use of medical men in making in 
fernal examinations of various organs of the 
body. Some forms have involved very compli 
cated systems of lenses and prisms in order to 
provide the proper focus and perspective in view 
ing the interior of the esophagus, the bronchiai 
tubes, the excretory and the reproductive organs. 
The problem is complicated by the necessity for 
directing light onto the portion to be examined, 

s 
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Some examinations reguire a high intensity of ill 
lumination; others require great uniformity of 
light. . 

It is necessary inct only to have a satisfactory 
instrument for examination, but it is desirable 
also to be able to use it in connection with surgi 
cal instruments, so that operations may be per 

in Spaction. ... " 

This need has given rise to devices using hollow 
tiates which may be inserted into the bodily cavi 
ties through which the surgical irstruments may 
be inserted. The limiting dimension on the de 
sign of such devices is the outside diameter which 
can be taken by the particular prifice with which 
each is to be used. Within this diameter space 
must be found for projecting light onto the par 
ticular area, and reflecting back the image, and 
for the surgical instruments. . An eficiency rat 
ing may be given such devices in terms of the 
ratio of the cross-sectional area available for 

ments to the overall cross-sectional area oc 
cupied by the inserted tube. 
Certain of these devices use very small light 

I it bulbs located at the end of the inserted tube. 
. With these, difficulty is found in proper focusing 

and diffusing of the light for different uses, and 
the permissible bulb size make manufacture dif 
ficult and expensive. 

is Another type uses an external lens systern to 
... direct light down the holiow. tube. The intensity 

can be accurately controlled at the source, but 
the light cannot be distributed in any desired di 
rection at the inner end of the tube, and it is 

vu often necessary to illuminate for observation 
... areas extending in a number of directions there 

froin. This method is also objectionable in that 
the surgical instrungents inserted in the tube cast 
a shadow and interfere with vision. . . . 
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inents. 
without interfering with the observed image. 

formed under adequate illumination and careful. 

passage, and manipulation of the surgical instru are not so limited in the hange, standard lens 
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carrying. rod fixed in the tube, through which . 
light may be directed from an external source... 
This design. is inefficient, however, since it leaves 
so. little of the tube area available for observa 
tion and the use of instruments. 
A further objection to all of the previous designs 

has been the expense, since it has been necessary 
to have a separate instrument for each organ to 
be examined and treated. - ... " 

The present invention overcomes the difficul 
ties inherent in all such prior, types of instru 

in which the source of illumination is placed, and 
to which different sizes and shapes of tubes may 
be connected for. use with different organs of the 

5 

10 
It comprises, in brief, a universal handle 

5 
body. A rod of material having a large critical 
refraction angle is used to carry the light from 
its source in the handle to the field to be illuni 
nated. This rod is shaped to occupy a minimum 
of the cross-sectional area of the tube. The eff 
ciency of the present design is from 61% to 73%, 
depending on the tube diameter, as opposed to 
about 52% for the best of the previous comparable 
designs. Due to the refractive characteristics of 
the rod raterial, the rod will carry the light 
through a curved path substantially without loss, 

20 

and by proper shaping of the inner rod end, the . 
light may be distributed in any desired way over 
the field of view. Thus any desired illumination 
may be obtained by using different light-carry 
ing rods with any of the different tubes. Since 
the light is projected at the inner end of the 
tube, no shadows are cast by the surgical tools 
within the tube itself, and vision is under most 
favorable conditions. Since space requirements 

type bulbs may be used. 
The objects of the invention thus include pro 

viding an improved instrument for inspection, 
diagnosis, and surgical treatment of bodily 
cavities. 

Providing more efficient utilization of the max 
inuni cross-sectional area of such an instrument; 

Illuminating interior surfaces of the body with 
any desired intensity and distribution of light; 

Permitting inspection and treatment of in 
terior surfaces without interfering shadows; 

Utilizing a universal handle and illuminating . . 
unit with any desired number, size and shape of. 
insertion iubes; , . . . . ". . . . . . 

such instruments: . . . . . . 
Providing an instrument with which more ac 

curate diagnoses and more stillful gigerations may ... 
A more satisfactory type uses a round light be performed by the medical profession, and , 

Reducing the cost of 
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which can be quickly and conveniently disas 
sembled for sterilization. 
These and other objects will be apparent to 

those skilled in the art from the following de 
Scription of detailed apparatus emiudiments, 
These embodiments are exemplary of my inven 
tion, but are in no way to be construed as limi 
tations thereof, as I contemplate the use of vari 
ous modifications of my device within the scope . 
of the appended claims. . 

- For a more compete understanding of my in 
vention, reference may be had to the drawings 

20 
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and to the following description in detail of the 
illustrated embodiments. . 

In the drawings: . . . . . . 
Fig.1 is a side view of my instrument; . . . . . 
Fig. 2 is a top view of the instrument shown 

in Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a side sectional view, taken in the 

plane 3-3 in Fig. 2; 
Fig. 4 is a sectional view of a portion of my 

device, taken as indicated by line 4-4 of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary sectional view taken as 

indicated by line 5-5 of Fig. 3; and 
Fig. 

forms of light carrier tip. 
have shown my device, generally indicated by 

30 
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and removing the lighting unit 

... Light from 
5 

Referring now to the drawings, in Fig. 1 i 

the numeral f, as comprising a hardle 2 into 
which is fitted a collar 4 holding a tube 5, and 
to which is attached an electrical connection 
cord 6 having suitable connection tips for at 
tachment to a controlled source of current, not 
shown. . . . . . 

Handle 2 is a tubular piece formed preferably 
of material such as a Bakelite. It is divided 
centrally by an annular shoulder 8 separating a 
smooth cylindrical light-source chamber 9 from 
a threaded bore G. Into light source chamber 
9 is inserted a lighting unit i? using three Small 
lens-type ejectric lamp bulbs f2. These buibs 
are threadably inserted in sockets f4 fixed in -a. 
head (5 formed of insulating material such as 
Bakelite. . . 
The sockets 4 are connected by means of side 

leads 6 and center leads it to the individual 
conductors 48 in cord 6... Conductors 8 may be 
attached to leads 5 and 6 by binding posts 19 
or by any other convenient method, such as 
soidering. A sleeve 29 is attached to head 5, 
and is arranged to fit snugly within the light 
source chamber 9. A projecting. handle portion 
21 is attached by suitable means, such as a set 
screw 22, to the sleeve 20 opposite lead fS. This 
handle portion 2? affords means for inserting 

, as well as for 
anchoring cord 6. - 
The collar 4 is attached to 

handle portion 2, by screwing a threaded shank 
25 formed integrally therewith into the threaded 
bore 8. Collar 4 is provided with a cylindrical 
bore 26, into which may be inserted a bushing 
27 carrying the tube 5. An annular shoulder 
29 extends into bore 25 to control the position 
of bushing 27, which is held removably by a 

... thumbscrew 30 threadably disposed through the 
Shoulder 29 defines a bore 31 through. 

which the operator may look down tube 5. For 
collar 4. 

convenience in use, I have found it desirable to 
oforin the bore 26 at an argle other than so de 

grees from the axis of handle 2, so that an obtuse 
angle extends between the handle 2 and the 
tibe 5. 
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transmitting plug 32 disposed in the shank 25, 
and a light-transmitting rod 34 extending down 

is a fragmentary view of alternative 

handle 2 opposite 

the lens-type lamps 2 is focused. 
on the area to be inspected by means of a light 

tube 5 to the open end 35 thereof. 
The light-transmitting plug 32 and rod 34 are. 

formed of a material such as that known com 
mercially by the trade-name "Lucite,” an acrylic 
resin which possesses the property of passing 
light around corners substantially without loss. 
Any material possessing the similar optical char 
acteristic of a large critical refraction angle, such 
as, for example, fused quartz, might be used with 
equal Success." 

10 
Plug 32 comprises, a large cylindrical end por 

tion 35 which fits into the. annuiar shoulder 8 
within handle 2, a conical main body 36, and a 
Small cylindrical end portion 37 having a planar 
end 38 normal to the plug axis. Shank 25 has. 
a tapered bore 39 arranged to receive the main 
body portion 36, and is recessed near the small 
end portion 37 of plug 32 to receive a collar 49 
fitting therea round and arranged to receive the 
large end 4 of the rod 34. . 
Rod 34 at its large end 4f is round and has a 

planar end 42, with its axis a continuation of the 
axis of plug 32. The rod changes its cross-sec 
tional shape by gradual stages to become the 
segment of a circle in the rod portion 34. At 
the same time, it is curved in a rounded neckpor 
tion 43 so that its axis becomes parallel to that 
of the tube 5. Thus a beam light focused on the 
plug 32 by the lens-typalamps 2 is narrowed by . 
the conical main body 36 of plug 32, carried 
around a curve by the neck portion 43 of the 
rod 34 and at the same tine concentrated fur 
ther so that.the same quantity of light is avail 
able at the Jower end 44 of rod 34 as is projected 
from the lamps f2, and may be properly directed 
onto the area to be illuminated by suitable acets 
formed oil the rod itself. . . '. 
Rod 34 is held against one side of tube 5 by 

a partition 45 which extends thereacross as a 
chord. The rod 34 makes a freely sliding fit 
between the tube 5 and the chord partition 45, 
while the tube 5 itself is cut away at 46 to allow 
the neck portion 43 of the rod to project. 
The large rounded end 4f of the rod 34 is in 

serted fist into the bore 26 of the collar 4 during 
assembly. When the round end 44 has been 
seated in the collar 40 with its planar end surface 
42 adjacent and parallel to the planar end surface 
38 of plug 32, the tube 5 may be slid upward about 
the rod 34 until bushing 27 rests firmly against 
shoulder 29 of the collar 4, where it may be hald 
by thunbScrew 30. Stray light is prevented from 
passing out bore 3 by a gasket 5. Gasket 50 
may be formed of rubber with a springy metallic: .. 
core 51, which is set terminally into suitable re 
cesses 52 formed in the wall of bore 26 overlying 
the rod 34, as shown in Fig. 5. Additionally, gas 
ket 50 serves to protect the curved end 4f of rod. 44 in the assembly of the device. 
The lower ind of tube 5 may be cut off at an 

acute angle to the tube axis, thus increasing the 
area which may be inspected through the tube. 
This also aliow's different light distribution pat 
terns to be set up as desired. Different shapes . . 
of facets may be formed on the lower end of 
rod 34. For example, the red shown in Fig. 3 
will direct all of the light straight downward in 
a cylindrical beam. In Fig. 6, I have shown rod 
34 having facets 69 shaped to distribute the light 
in various angles to... the axis of the rod. These . 
are exemplary only, as it will be obvious to those 
'familiar with the art that a diffuse or concen 

cos. 
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desired by the use of proper facet shapes. 
The end 35 of tube 5 is preferably provided 

with a rounded peripheral bead 65. Bead 65 
makes it easier to insert the tube into an orifice of the body with but injury to the patient. 
For certain uses, as in connection with the 

esophagus, it may be desirable to use a tube 

5 

having an oval cross-section rather than around. 
section. In such case, I prefer to place the light 
carrying rod near one of the foci of the oval 
portion: . . . . 

In some cases it may be desirable to omit the 
cord 6, and to insert a battery, not shown, in the 
handle 2 to supply the bulbs 2. The lens-type 
bulbs used are ordinarily run at 2.3 volts, which 
may easily be supplied by a small dry cell. This 
adds portability, but is less flexible, since it does 
not as easily permit control of illumination in 
tensity by a rheostat in the supply circuit, as is 
possible where the current is supplied through a 
cord 6 from an external source. Obviously the 
Bakelite handle provides good insulation of the 
portions of the instrument in contact with the 

s 
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patient from the electrical circuit. a 
Another modification includes provision for the 

removable attachment of an objective or lens 
above the upper end of the tube 5 to aid in ex 
amination. This is particularly suited for use in 
proctoscopy, where the lens may be attached in 
air-tight, fashion to permit dilatio of the organa 
by air pressure, as from a rubber hub operated 
by hand. Further modifications in the instru 
Inent to meet special needs will be obvious to those 
skilled in the art. . . . 

Proper cleansing of the instrument as designed 
is easy. The handle which is of Bakelite, may be 
readily disinfected with the well known agents, 
as Inay the light-carrier plugs and rods of “Lu 
cite.' The tubes are of metal, and may be boiled. 
The lighting unit does not ordinarily need to be 
cleansed, as it does not come in contact with the 
patients. The plug rods, tubes and handle may 
be taken apart with great rapidity, which assists 
in maintaining the proper sanitary standards. 

It will thus be seen that I have invented an 
instrument for the inspection and treatin int of 
various bodily cavities which possesses numerous 
advantages. Obviously, it is not limited to use 
with human beings only. The efficiency in terms 
of available cross-sectional working area is sub 
stantially greater than in previous instruments, 
so that observation of the interior and manipula 
tion of the Surgical instruments is made easier. 
It is very flexible, since interehangeable tubes 
make possible, a single instrument for use with 
all bodily cavities. Iilumination may be accurately 
controllied, whether a highly concentrated or well 

if 

i ety of uses, introduces substantial economy, 

diffused light is required, and its intensity main 
tained at any desired point. The lens-type lamp 
bulbs used are commercially available at low cost 
and are of satisfactory quality. The instrument 
may be quickly and easily disassembled for 
cleansing and disinfecting. No difficult produc 
tion methods are required, and this, together with 
the adaptability of the one instrument to a vari 

- : . . . . . . . . . . 2,235,979 

trated beam may be obtained and directed as The invention claimed is: in a surgical and diagnostic instrument, a 
handle having. a cylindrical chamber and s, 
threaded bore, a light source disposed in said 
chamber, a shank threadably inserted in said 5 ... 
bore, a curvilinear light-transnitting plug dis-, 
posed within said shank and adjacent said light 
source, a collar attached to said shank and a bore 
therein axially displaced from said handle by an 

: obtuse angie, a bishing insertable in said pore, 0. 
means for removably fixing said bushing therein, 
a tube fixedly associated with said bushing, a 
partition longitudinally extending through said 
tube, a curvilinear light-transmitting röd extend 
ing through saia tube on one side of said parti-lis 
tion and curving to enter said handle adjacent 
and optically continuous with said plug, a gasket 
disposed within said collar adjacent said curv-, 
ing rod portion, and a lens portion formed ter 
minally on said rod opposite said cuirving portion. 20 

2. The combination, in a device for inspecting 
and treating areas within bodily cavities, of a 
hardle, a light source renovably disposed therei, 
a bored shank threadably insertable in said 
handle, a bushing renovably insertable in said 25 
shank, a tube fixed in and through said bush 
ing, a division extending longitudinally of said. 
tube, a rod formed of material having a large 
critical ange of refaction disposed in one divided . 
portion of said tube, a curved expanded end ter- 30 
minating said rod and projecting into said handle, 
a plug disposed in said handle adjacent said ex 
panded rod end formed of material similar to 
that of said rod, and nearis for preventing light 
spillage from said handle. 

3. In a surgical and diagnostic instrinent, a. 
3. 5 

cylindical hande, a shoulder anary dividing 
said handie into a cylindrical chamber and a . 
threaded cylindriaal chanber; a light source 
comprising a cluster of lens-type lamps mounted 40 
in a Bakelite head, a cylindrical shell, and a 
handie portion attached to said shell and said. 
head, an electrical connection cord passing 
through said handle porticn and connected. 
through said head to said jamps and having suit- 45 
able external connection means applied to said 
cord, said light source being insertable as a unit 
in said cylindrical chamber; a threaded-shankin 
serted in said threaded chamber, a conical bore 
formed in said shank, a cylindrically-ended coini- 50 
cal plug disposed in said bore and projecting with 
in the space defined by said annular shoulder, a 
tapered rod having a circular cross-section dis 
posed adjacent said plug and curving axially away 
therefron and tapering gradually to a cross-sec. 55 
tion constituting a segment of a circle, said rod. 
and plug being formed of material having a large 
critical angle of refraction; a tube longitudinally 
compartmented fixed in a cylindrical element in 
turn disposed in said bore of said shank, with one so . . . 
of said compartments surrounding said rod, an 
angular end portion terminating said tube, a pe 
ripheral bead formed about said angularly ter 
minated ent portion, and lens facets formed on . 
said rod adjacent said anguiar end termination. 65 
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